Implementation of CNG as an Alternative Fuel for Automobiles in Nigeria: Benefits and Recommendations
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Abstract — In an attempt to address major causes of pollution from gas flaring and transportation, the Nigerian government introduced the use of CNG (compressed natural gas) as an alternative fuel for automobiles in 1997. However, progress has been very slow as the government has concentrated more on LNG (liquefied natural gas) exportation, LPG (liquefied petroleum gas), and gas to power projects. These projects have aided in reducing gas flaring, but pollution from transportation is still increasing. This article provides an extensive review of the benefits and recommendations to foster the use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles in Nigeria. The use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles in Nigeria has benefits ranging from reduction in pollution to an increase in productivity, efficiency, safety, and energy security. Thus, to encourage the use of CNG as automobile fuel in Nigeria, the government needs to develop a targeted carbon tax system, favourable market-based policies and natural gas transmission and distribution network; increase availability and access to CNG refuelling stations and public awareness; subsidise vehicle conversion expenses; begin with bi-fuel/dual-fuel automobiles; assign responsibilities; reform gas pricing; partner with automobile producers in Nigeria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nigeria has the largest proven natural gas reserve in Africa and the 8th largest in the world with a total of 5,675 bcm (billion cubic metres) (200.41 trillion cubic feet) [1]. The Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) reported that about 51% of associated gas produced was flared between 1990 and 2010. This is equivalent to 53 billion litres gasoline, which is more than 14.5 years worth of gasoline consumption in Nigeria [2]. In the past, Nigeria has always been second-worst gas flaring country after Russia [3]. However, Nigeria is finally realizing the potential of natural gas. It is no longer seeing it as a by-product of flaring [4]. Hence, Nigeria has made great progress in cutting down gas flaring by 18% since 2013 (Fig. 1), to less than 8 billion cubic metres in 2015 [5]. A total of 2,836.55 bcf (billion cubic feet) of Natural Gas was produced in Nigeria during the year 2018. Of the natural gas produced, 2,554.47 bcf (90.06%) was utilized, while 282.08 bcf (9.94%) was flared [6]. Though the percentage of flaring has reduced, Nigeria still ranks among the top ten countries flaring gas in 2018 (Fig. 2). Also, Natural gas production remains low even with the large reserves. PWC estimates that Nigeria economy lost N233 billion to gas flaring in 2018. And the environmental cost to Nigeria amounts to N28.8 billion annually [7].

Though Nigeria ranks currently as the 8th country in terms of her gas reserve, its gas reserves are still very much underused. At the current rate of utilization, the natural gas reserve in Nigeria would last for over 100 years [8]. Also, gas flaring has led to environmental pollution, community relocation, health and safety issues, and economic loss [9]. Therefore, the best practice for the Nigerian government is the monetization of natural gas as it would have both economic and environmental benefits [10].

Fig. 1. The gas produced and flared in Nigeria [7].

Fig. 2. Top ten countries flaring gas in 2018 (billion cubic feet) [7].

Nigeria has put in a lot of effort to abate gas flaring, and this has aided in reducing gas flaring to 9.94% by 2018 [6]. In 2008, the Nigeria gas master plan was approved to help utilize and manage gas resources in Nigeria [11]. Other policies to help abate gas flaring include; Nigeria Gas Flare Commercialization (2017), and Associated Gas Re-injection Act (1979) [7]. All these assisted in the reduction of gas flaring yearly. The transport sector is another major contributor to pollutant emission and energy consumption all over the world. In an attempt to address the problems of gas
flaring, transport energy shortage, and high emission from the transportation sector, the government introduced the use of CNG as automobile fuel in 1997. Nigeria has improved its gas utilization capacity through projects in liquefied natural gas (LNG), gas to liquids (GTL), natural gas to power, and compressed natural gas (CNG) [12]. If CNG is used in transportation, it can lead to urban air improvement, reduction in adverse health, and social effects [13]. The use of CNG as automobile fuel is geared towards sustainable transportation. And CNG is to benefit from Nigeria’s reserves of natural gas.

Igbojionu et al. [14] did a technical and economic analysis of using CNG as fuel for public transportation. The Port Harcourt – Onitsha express road was used as a case study. In the analysis, they considered the cost of designing and laying gas pipeline networks for gas gathering and supply to the CNG refuelling stations, the cost of CNG refuelling stations, and the cost of CNG vehicles. The study observed that although a high capital investment was required mainly from purchasing CNG vehicles and building CNG refuelling stations, it would be both technically and economically viable to use CNG as fuel for public transportation in Nigeria. From the analysis, it took less than 5 years to break even. This analysis agrees with analysis earlier conducted by Anyadiwu et al. [15] who also concluded that CNG as automobile fuel in Nigeria is economically viable.

Within the scope of the authors’ search, no review has been published addressing the nexus of gas utilization and the transportation industry, and discussing specific benefits with viable recommendations. This study hopes to fill this gap in knowledge. This article presents an extensive review of the benefits and recommendations to foster the use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles in Nigeria. CNG is compared with the conventional fuel (gasoline and diesel) used in Nigeria.

II. THE TRANSPORTATION SECTOR AND THE DEMAND FOR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

The transport sector is a major contributor to pollutant emission and energy consumption all over the world. In 2007, the transport sector accounted for the second-largest share in CO₂ emission (22.9%) worldwide. With a subsequent increase in car demand and population growth, the emission would also increase [16]. In Nigeria, 94% of people experience pollution levels far above World Health Organization guidelines and also higher than the 72% for sub-Saharan Africa as a whole [17]. The transportation sector is responsible for 10% of greenhouse gases nationally and 30% of fossil fuel consumed [18]. Emission from automobiles is a major source of environmental pollution in Nigeria [19]. The pollution from transportation greatly affects life on earth and this pollution would continue to increasing except actions are taken. Future energy demand projection for transportation in Nigeria shows a steady increase in energy demand (see Fig. 3). Most likely this increase is due to high population growth, urbanisation, and increased per capita incomes. This inadvertently leads to more cars in the country as observed by the steady rise in recent years (Fig. 4). This increase in energy demand in transportation due to more available cars would imply higher pollution, so there is a need for an alternative cleaner fuel [20]. However, currently, Nigeria depends mainly on gasoline and diesel as fuel for automobiles [21].

Any little increase in CO₂ emission from human activities has a destabilizing effect globally, as an increase in CO₂ emission leads to an increase in temperature which results in increased emission from natural sources leading to increased occurrence of natural disasters [23]. There is a steady rise in CO₂ emissions in Nigeria due to the transport sector (Fig. 5). Thus, there is a need for Nigeria to cut down emissions especially in densely populated cities. As advised by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), there is a need to cut down greenhouse gas emissions by 50 to 80% by 2050 to affect the high effects of global warming [24]. Certainly, Nigeria needs to properly utilize its vast gas reserve, because concentrating alone on cooking gas would be only able to absorb about 5% of flared gas. Nigeria needs to expand its gas utilization in power and fuel for automobiles [25].
In an attempt to address the problems of gas flaring, transport energy shortage, and high emission from the transportation sector, the government introduced the use of CNG as automobile fuel in 1997. However, despite a proposal by the government to adopt the use of CNG as automobile fuel in 1997, adaptation has been very slow. Nigeria has mainly focused on gas exports and gas to power [2], [26]. There were predictions that by 2020 natural gas use as fuel would be popular in Nigeria [4]. However, though we have seen great growth in LNG and LPG [11], the reverse has been the case for CNG.

CNG is produced by compressing natural gas (mainly made of methane gas) to less than 1% of the original volume it occupies at standard atmospheric pressure. CNG is stored at a pressure of 200 – 248 bar (2900 – 3600 psi), in metallic cylindrical containers [27]. A lot of persons confuse CNG for LNG, however, they are both different. The major difference is that CNG is stored as a gas at very high pressure while LNG is stored at cryogenic temperatures. CNG being cheaper and easier to store as it does not require complex equipment [24]. The use of CNG as fuel for automobiles was first known as far back as early 1930 in Italy [28]. From 1995 – 2015 we witnessed an annual growth of 24% as shown in Fig. 6 [27].

![Fig. 6. Worldwide growth of NGV’s between 1995 – 2015 [27].](image)

Even though there has been a global growth in NGV’s (natural gas vehicles), it is however sadly noted that this growth does not reflect what is happening in Africa. Africa is finding it difficult to adopt this innovative trend of NGV’s [27]. Nigeria has improved its gas utilization capacity through projects in liquefied natural gas (LNG), gas to liquids (GTL), natural gas to power, and compressed natural gas (CNG) [12], however, as at 2016 Nigeria only had 6,000 CNG automobiles [29] in comparison to about 11.7 million registered cars in Nigeria [30]. This is only about 0.051% of cars running on CNG in Nigeria. Hence more needs to be done as regards the use of CNG as an alternative fuel to gasoline and diesel. If CNG is used in transportation, it can lead to urban air improvement, reduction in adverse health and social effects [13]. The use of CNG as automobile fuel is geared towards sustainable transportation. CNG is to benefit from Nigeria’s reserves of natural gas.

III. BENEFITS OF CNG AS AN AUTOMOBILE FUEL IN NIGERIA

A. Reduction in Air Pollutant and Noise Pollution from the Transport Sector

Automobiles that use gasoline and diesel emit air pollutants and air particles that are very dangerous to human health. These pollutants can increase the risk of developing stroke, heart failure, myocardial infarctions, respiratory diseases, cancer, etc. Hence there is a need for an alternative fuel with fewer air pollutants than gasoline and diesel [20]. Oluwole et al. [18] observed that there are very high concentrations of emission of HC (hydrocarbon), O₂ and NOx (nitrogen oxides) in Lagos roads and suggested that a fuel switch to CNG would be the best for the environment. CNG as fuel has great environmental potential as there is a reduction in air pollutants emission when it is used as fuel [31].

In comparison to gasoline and diesel, CNG has a reduced CO₂ emissions [32] by 23% -35%, almost zero particulate matter (PM) emissions, 87% - 90% reduction in NOx emissions, and 67% - 76% reduction in HC emissions [33]. This is also close to Haeng & Mahmud [34] values, which stated that there is a significant reduction in the emission of CO by 70%, non-methane organic gas by 87%, NOx by 87% and CO₂ by 20%.

A study of both Delhi and Brazil has significantly shown how the use of CNG automobiles can cut down emissions. These places showed a drastic reduction in air pollutants from the time they adopted the use of CNG automobiles [35], [36]. Also, further study of Dhaka shows that the use of CNG as automobile fuel can greatly improve air quality and reduce premature death [37]. Additionally, CNG automobiles make less noise than gasoline and diesel automobiles [27]. This implies a reduction in noise pollution when CNG automobiles are used instead of conventional fuel automobiles.

B. Energy Security

An alternative transportation fuel of low carbon emission would increase energy security [20]. This is very likely as there would not be much dependence on conventional gasoline and diesel in Nigeria. Especially since oil prices are very volatile and there is also an occasional scarcity of oil supply [38]. In Nigeria, the gasoline market is very volatile and we often experience scarcity of products some times. During these times, gasoline is usually sold at a very high price and this affects the cost of every other thing, making it more difficult for Nigerians to survive. This scarcity is most felt by the automobile sector, therefore the use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles would greatly abate the effect of the volatile gasoline market in Nigeria [39]. Certainly, with the increasing demand for transportation, there is a need for cleaner alternative transportation and CNG is one of the best for Nigeria.

C. Increased Productivity

Energy is an important factor for socio-economic development, therefore, with an alternative fuel of low-carbon emission, productivity would increase. Transportation would also be cheaper and people would find it easier to move around [20]. Also, as noted by Olufemi O. Ogunlowo et al.
[40] and Ubani & Ikpaisong [39], since CNG is locally gotten unlike gasoline and diesel that is mostly imported, it has the potential to conserve foreign reserve in Nigeria. This is because less amount of money would be spent on the importation of gasoline and diesel.

D. Cheaper Based on Energy Content

Both Giwa et al. [41] and Muhammad Imran Khan et al. [27] observed that CNG is cheaper than gasoline and diesel with a cost reduction of about 76.8% (gasoline) and 62.9% (diesel). Certainly, both cost and emission would be reduced with the substitution of CNG for conventional fuel. In Armenia, CNG is 3-4 times cheaper than gasoline and half the price of diesel [42]. Economic analysis has shown that a car that covers an average distance of 100km daily, saves up to N(Naira)1,143 daily and N34,284 monthly when compared with cars running on gasoline. This means there would be a total saving of N411,408 in a year [39]. It is possible for Nigeria to save up to N654 billion yearly if the use of CNG as fuel is properly implemented [43].

E. Increased Automobile Efficiency

CNG has a high octane number, making it less likely to need antiknock additives, such as benzene and lead [44]. Also, this feature means CNG has a higher heat of combustion and lower emission [23]. This makes CNG engines superior in performance than gasoline engines. CNG automobiles have an additional service year of 2 – 3 years in comparison to conventional fuel automobiles. This is due to it being a cleaner fuel, which leads to lower routine maintenance [26]. CNG automobiles have more efficient engines, longer-lasting spark plugs, and reduced routine oil change [39]. Also, the brake thermal efficiency of CNG is between 5 – 12% higher than that of gasoline automobiles [27]. The brake thermal efficiency is used to measure the conversion rate of heat to mechanical energy [45]. Therefore, CNG having a higher thermal efficiency implies it would convert more heat to mechanical energy than gasoline.

F. CNG Automobiles are Safer

CNG is less combustible than gasoline and can only ignite between 5% to 15% concentration in air. Also, it requires high compression energy and a high ignition temperature of 680 °C in comparison to the gasoline of 230 – 280°C [26]. CNG cylinders are also more durable than gasoline and diesel tanks, therefore they are less likely to be affected by automobile accidents [46]. Also, CNG being a gas means it just disappears into the air when there is a leakage instead of leading to a pool of fuel like gasoline, therefore reducing its probability to cause a fire outbreak when there is a leakage [27].

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CNG IMPLEMENTATION AS AN AUTOMOBILE FUEL IN NIGERIA

A. Developing a Targeted Carbon Tax System

It has been observed that carbon tax can mitigate CO₂ emissions by about 26.9% by 2050 in Nigeria [20]. Carbon tax policies would increase the cost of gasoline and diesel while lowering the cost of alternative fuel like CNG. Nigerians would be forced to purchase vehicles that run on CNG, as they would be more economically viable. Also, just like in India where emissions from gasoline for each city were measured regularly and cities with high gasoline emissions where forced by court orders to switch to better alternatives like CNG automobile [47], Nigeria can also adopt such strategy, forcing cities with high carbon emission to switch to CNG as automobile fuel.

B. Increase Availability and Access to CNG Refuelling Stations

Undoubtedly availability and access to CNG refuelling stations is a very important factor in the development of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles. Studies indicated that CNG refuelling stations equivalent to at least 10% to 20% of gasoline and diesel refuelling stations would be enough for prospective adaptors not to see the unavailability of CNG refuelling stations as a hindrance to switching [34]. A major way of increasing CNG refuelling stations is by easing the bureaucracy in CNG refuelling stations construction and operation. Permits for CNG refuelling stations and operations should be far cheaper than those for conventional fuels, this would encourage more private investors to construct and operate CNG refuelling stations [34]. The government use of its NNPC mega station scheme to construct CNG refuelling stations in strategic positions around the country has been suggested [26]. Also, an introduction of a Mobile CNG refuelling station would increase accessibility. Furthermore, a lot of Nigerian banks cannot give loans to indigenous companies willing to invest in CNG refuelling stations, and the alternative of getting these loans abroad is not favourable especially because of the volatility of the naira [40]. The government can provide loans to CNG refuelling station investors with attractive interest rates.

C. Better Market-Based Policies for CNG as Automobile Fuel

The government should introduce subsidies to reduce the cost of CNG and also further widen the gap between CNG and conventional fuel. These subsidies include a reduction in importation tax for CNG production machinery and equipment, accessories for automobile conversion, sales taxes and operational tax on CNG refuelling stations [34]. O.O. Ogunlowo et al. [2] showed that government incentive helps promote CNG use as an alternative fuel. However, this is not the case in Nigeria as there is no known incentive for investors to take advantage of the CNG market and promote CNG automobiles. For example, in Pakistan, custom duty and tax exemption are major factors that encouraged corporations to invest in the CNG programme. However, it is bad for the CNG programme to excessively depend on subsidies as this could affect its future development [26]. When investors see that there are a high return and less risk in CNG investment, they would be more willing to invest.

D. Subsidising Vehicle Conversion Expenses

The provision of loans and subsidies for vehicle conversion from gasoline/diesel to CNG would motivate more persons to convert their automobiles from gasoline/diesel to CNG [34]. Certainly, it would be difficult for a lot of Nigerians to afford the conversion cost, so the government can partner with banks to offer interest-free loans for automobile
conversion. Also, the cost of conversion should be subsidized to encourage more persons to convert [2].

E. Commence with Bi-Fuel/Dual-Fuel Automobile

Most passenger CNG vehicles can either be dedicated CNG or bi-fuel. Bi-fuel vehicles can run on both CNG and gasoline. Many have a range of 400 km on CNG mode and 1000 km on gasoline mode. While commercial CNG vehicles can either be dedicated CNG or dual-fuel. The dual-fuel vehicles could displace up to 50-60% of the diesel fuel [32], [34]. Nigeria should begin with bi-fuel/dual-fuel automobiles instead of only CNG dedicated automobiles, as these better handle the con of CNG automobiles which is its low range and frequent refuelling [2]. This strategy was adopted in Pakistan and it worked [48]. Also, it is discovered that dual-fuel engines are 30-40% more efficient than a conventional vehicle. It also has the ability of abating fuel consumption by 25% [27].

F. Assignment of Responsibilities Regarding the Implementation of CNG as an Alternative Fuel

A study of all countries that have successfully implemented CNG as an alternative fuel shows there was an assignment of important responsibility as regards the development of CNG. India, Argentina and Brazil have agencies set up to promote CNG use as fuel. However, in Nigeria, there is no specific agency for CNG implementation as vehicle fuel [2], [26]. Olufemi O. Oggunlowo et al. [40] showed that Nigeria is keen on the reduction of gas flaring than gas utilization. This has led to little or no policies on gas utilization. Also, a lot of the companies prefer gas re-injection than gathering and distributing for proper gas utilization such as CNG automobile development. A CNG programme should be created with the responsibility of market development shared among them, from the development of CNG refuelling stations to CNG automobile provision.

G. Development of natural gas transmission and distribution network

The success of countries like Argentine and Pakistani is partly due to their strong Gas transmission and distribution network. It is also noticed that in Brazil higher priority is given to the development of the domestic gas network. However, this is not the case in Nigeria as a higher priority is given to international network development [2]. This can be seen from the WAGP (West African Gas Pipeline) and NLNG (Nigerian Liquefied Natural Gas) export terminals which were developed ahead of domestic networks [26]. The domestic gas sales are relatively poor in comparison with export. CNG is attractive to investors if the distance to the market is around 500 – 2500 km [8]. Therefore, Nigeria needs to develop its domestic gas transmission and distribution networks as this would simulate the construction of more CNG refuelling stations. The cost of using CNG transport trucks is higher than using pipelines [49], therefore it would be more cost-friendly to develop natural gas transmission and distribution networks.

H. Increase Public Awareness on the Benefits of CNG Automobile

The majority of the general public in Nigeria has never heard of CNG automobiles. Therefore, the government needs to provide public awareness as regards the environmental and economic benefits of using CNG in comparison to conventional fuels [2]. Unlike LPG for cooking, CNG automobile has had little or no public awareness in Nigeria [40]. As noted by Abbanat [50], the best way to increase the customer's response to CNG automobiles is through public awareness. The government can create awareness through skill acquisition programs. This would be an opportunity to train people in various skills needed to maintain and use CNG automobiles. This development would reduce unemployment and increase the indigenous workforce in the CNG automobile sector in Nigeria [51].

I. Price Reform

The pricing for gas needs a total reform as it is observed that the domestic wholesale price is far lower than the export price, therefore encouraging the export of gas. The government needs to analyse the pricing system and reform it to favour all markets [26]. This would also cut down the flaring of gases as companies would see gas as being profitable.

J. Partnership with Indigenous Automobile Producers to Manufacture Affordable CNG Automobiles

As noted by Olufemi O. Oggunlowo et al. [40], there is a higher cost for CNG vehicles in comparison to conventional fuel vehicles in Nigeria. Also, the cost is higher in comparison to CNG vehicles in other countries. This is mainly due to the high import dependence of Nigeria. Just like India [47], Nigeria's government needs to partner with indigenous vehicle producers such as Innoson Vehicle Manufacturing Company (IVM), Limited, Nnewi, Anambra, Nigeria [52]. This would reduce the cost of CNG vehicles, making them more affordable. Research and development in CNG automobile manufacturing in Nigeria should also be funded by the Nigerian government. This would help in optimizing the already established CNG automobile designs specifically for Nigeria.

K. Prioritization of CNG Transit Buses Over Other Technologies

The government needs to focus more on developing commercial transit buses to run mainly on CNG. This development would reduce both emissions and traffic drastically. The majority of these transit buses in the city are owned by the government, therefore the government can easily implement this recommendation. Also, this strategy was implemented in china and it helped china develop its gas utilization sector through CNG usage as fuel in buses [53], and due to transit buses being more profitable with CNG as fuel, more person would be willing to invest in it and the government would make more revenue from their investment.

L. Use of CNG Automobiles in Highly Populated Cities

Urban and highly populated cities are a major market for CNG automobiles, as these cities have high levels of noise and harmful emissions from transportation. These highly populated cities are also likely the most polluted too. Therefore, the use of CNG automobiles in highly populated cities would abate both emission and noise pollution [23]. This strategy was very effective in India. Orders for mandatory use of CNG automobile was extended to cities with
high pollution. This helped cut down pollution in many cities in India [47].

V. CONCLUSION

This article provided an extensive review of the benefits and recommendations to foster the use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles in Nigeria. To solve the twin problem of gas flaring and pollution from the transportation sector in Nigeria, the use of alternative fuel (CNG) is recommended. The use of CNG as an alternative fuel for automobiles in Nigeria has benefits ranging from reduction in pollution to an increase in productivity, efficiency, safety and energy security. However, Nigeria is far behind in its realization of adapting CNG as an alternative fuel. To achieve her objectives in CNG adaptation, the following were recommended; developing a targeted carbon tax system, increase availability and access to CNG refuelling stations, better market-based policies for CNG as automobile fuel, subsidising vehicle conversion expenses, commence with bi-fuel/dual-fuel automobile and assignment of responsibilities as regards the implementation of CNG as an alternative fuel. Other recommendations include the development of natural gas transportation distribution network, increase public awareness on the benefits of CNG automobiles, price reform, partnership with automobile producers in Nigeria to produce affordable CNG automobiles, prioritization of CNG transit buses over other technologies and use of CNG automobiles in highly populated cities.
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